LERs Offered Fall 2019

Natural Sciences (LER-NS)
- BIO 170 - Environmental Alternatives (4 Cr.)
- CHE 111 - Principles of Chemistry I with Lab (4 Cr.)
- PHY 115 - Principles of Physics I (4 Cr.)
- PSY 105 - Introduction to Psychology (4 Cr.)
- PSY 111/112 - are now PSY 105 (see above)

Social Sciences (LER-SSC)
- BUS 229 - Marketing Management (4 Cr.)
- BUS 231 - International Business Environment (2 Cr.)
- EC 111 - Essentials of Economics I (4 Cr.)
- ED 104 - Child and Adolescent Development (4 Cr.)
- PCE 110 - Introduction to Peace Studies: Power and Progress (4 Cr.)
- SOA 100 - Culture and Society (4 Cr.)

Foreign Language (LER-FL)
- ARB 133 – Intermediate Arabic (2-4 Cr.)
- FR 130 – Elements of French III (4 Cr.)
- FR 133 – Intermediate French (2-4 Cr.)
- GER 130 – Intermediate German (4 Cr.)
- HBW 132 – Topic: Hebrew (2 Cr.)
- IT 132 - (2 Cr.)
- RUS 132 (2 Cr.)
- SP 130 (4 Cr.)
- SP 130S (4 Cr.)
- SP 130V (4 Cr.)
- SP 132 (2 Cr.)

Artistic/creative expression (LER-ARC)
- ART 102 - Visual Thinking (4 Cr.)
- ART 114 - Drawing I: Introduction to Materials and Methods (4 Cr.)
- ART 127 - Object, Meaning, Context: Fundamentals in 3-D (4 Cr.)
- ART 201 - Photography I (4 Cr.)
- ART 204 - Digital Imaging I (4 Cr.)
COM 201 - Photography I (4 Cr.)
DAN 115 - Modern Technique I (2 Cr.)
DAN 121 - Ballet Technique I (2 Cr.)
DAN 215 - Modern Technique II (2 Cr.)
DAN 221 - Ballet Technique II (2 Cr.)
FR 272Y - Intensive Course Abroad (6 OR 8 Cr.)
MUS 101 - Fundamentals of Music Theory (4 Cr.)
THE 120 - Beginning Acting (4 Cr.)
THE 220 - Advanced Acting Workshops (4 Cr.)
THE 272Y.001 - (course now inactive)
WRT 108 - Intro to Creative Writing: Mixed Genres (4 Cr.)
WRT 120 - Introduction to Fiction Writing (4 Cr.)
WRT 202 - Short Story Writing (4 Cr.)
WRT 226 - Creative Nonfiction I (4 Cr.)

Mathematical Reasoning (LER–MR)
CS 116 - Introduction to Computer Science (4 Cr.)
DMC 101 - Data Analytics (4 Cr.)
MA 160 - Precalculus (2 Cr.)
MA 172 - Calculus through Data and Modeling (4 Cr.)
MA 216 - Introduction to Applied Mathematics (4 Cr.)
MA 224 - Multivariable Integral Calculus (4 Cr.)
MA 268 - Statistical Methods for the Sciences (4 Cr.)
PSY 250 - Statistical Methods in Psychology (4 Cr.)

Textual analysis and critical perspectives (LER–TXT)
COM 342 - World Cinema (4 Cr.)
HIS 213 - Survey: Becoming East Asia (4 Cr.)
HIS 216 - Survey: Europe, Classical to 1789 (4 Cr.)
LIT 275 - Literature of the Harlem Renaissance (4 Cr.)
LIT 285 - Contemporary Literature from India, Africa, and Australia (4 Cr.)
PHL 105 - Personal and Community Ethics (4 Cr.)
SP 322 - Survey of Latin-American and Peninsular Literature and Culture (4 Cr.)
THE 314 - Culture and Community: Topics in Theatre (4 Cr.)

Understanding Diverse Perspectives
(LER–DIV)

COM 316 - Making Sense of Popular Culture (4 Cr.)
ED 104 - Child and Adolescent Development (4 Cr.)
HIS 213 - Survey: Becoming East Asia (4 Cr.)
HIS 216 - Survey: Europe, Classical to 1789 (4 Cr.)
LAM 105 - Introduction to Latin American Studies (4 Cr.)
LIT 275 - Literature of the Harlem Renaissance (4 Cr.)
LIT 285 - Contemporary Literature from India, Africa, and Australia (4 Cr.)
PHL 105 - Personal and Community Ethics (4 Cr.)
PSY 219 - Black Psychology (4 Cr.)
SP 322 - Survey of Latin-American and Peninsular Literature and Culture (4 Cr.)
WGS 150 - Women’s Experiences in Global Perspectives (4 Cr.)

Study Abroad (LER-SA)

DAN 272Y - Intensive Course Abroad (1-4 Cr.)
FR 272Y - Intensive Course Abroad (6 OR 8 Cr.)

Environmental Sustainability (LER-ENV)

BIO 170 - Environmental Alternatives (4 Cr.)
BIO 340 - Ecology and Evolution (4 Cr.)
ES 140 - Introduction to Environmental Studies (4 Cr.)
FYS 100E - First Year Seminar - Environmental Sustainability (4 Cr.)
HP 110 – Preserving Our Heritage (4 Cr.)

Physical Education Requirements

PE 050 Strength Training
PE 062 Tai Chi Chuan
PE 100 Beginning Tennis
PE 108 Ballroom Dance
PE 127 Ultimate Frisbee
PE 234 Beginning Riding
PE 240 Fundamentals of Riding I
PE 243 Fundamentals of Riding II
PE 249 Fundamentals of Riding III
PE 281 Run a Road Race
PE 351 Self Defense
PE 362 Yoga
DAN 100 Pilates Method of Body Condition Mat
DAN 102 Pilates Method of Body Conditioning I
DAN 115 Modern Technique I
DAN 215 Modern Technique II
DAN 221 Ballet Technique II
DAN 320 Ballet Technique III
DAN 415 Modern Technique IV
DAN 421 Ballet Technique IV

First Year Experience (FYE 134)
FYE 134,

First Year Seminar
FYS 100
FYS 100E
FYS 100W